Title of the Workshop

Dramatic Beauty of Light

Offered by

PhD. Denada VEIZAJ

Photograph of the
workshop organizer/s
(for the booklet)

Biography of workshop
organizer/s
(max 100words)

Denada Veizaj is a PhD Researcher at Polytechnic University of Tirana. Her
main interests remains exploring the extent to which advanced geometries
and digital technologies influence design processes. She also has worked on
documenting and analyzing the Albanian architecture developed during of
the communist era.
She teaches architectural design studio, and her work mostly consists on
emphasizing the relations between architecture and the context. She also
teaches graphic communication
In 2017 she completed a post-doctoral program at Erasmus University
Rotterdam concerning urban dynamics and network governance in postcommunist societies.

Brief Explanation
(aims and expected outcome)
(max100 words)

Light remains the key tool for discovering geometry, form and materiality.
Light is ambivalent to any other stylistic, historic or cultural feature for
“reading” the built form. By contextualizing this to Famagusta, a typical
Mediterranean and layered city, the participants of the workshop are leaded
to discover the power that light have for “seeing” the built environment in a
deeper way, more universally, beyond any other definition related to time or
styles. This approach to the Mediterranean light invites students to think
about what constitutes identity, in spatial or formal terms. The outcome can
be a series of photos, abstract 2d or 3d models etc.

Duration

Three days

(Possible timing is expected to
be stated clearly on the four
day program)

Four days

Language

English
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+

+

English +
Turkish
Do you prefer EMU
professor
collaboration?

Yes
(If yes, how
many?)

Yes, one professor would be fine.

No
Participant students
(Min.20)

Place of Workshop

Place

Outdoor

Indoor

(open air, on the grass, studio,
etc.)

Campus

Taking pictures to the models
created will need the open air or the
natural light

Most of the modelling
processes will occur in
studio

Spatial requirement,
equipment’s, materials,
any other technical
specification

Camera, Cardboard, Paper, Posters…
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